AkroFlex Desert Series Finishes are 100% acrylic-based finishes using the latest Dirt Pick-up Resistance (DPR) technology. Desert Series Finishes will enhance the appearance of any plastered structure by providing a superior flexible, durable and integrally colored finish.

AkroFlex Desert Series Finishes achieve a unique look as they are made with silica aggregates instead of quartz aggregates used in the standard AkroFlex Finishes. These aggregates are round and make the product easier to apply as it “rolls” under the trowel, enabling a better spread.

Because of the difference in aggregates, AkroFlex Desert Series Finishes require their own color bottles and cannot be used with standard Omega color bottles.
AKROFLEX DESERT SERIES
100% ACRYLIC, INTERIOR/EXTERIOR TEXTURED FINISHES

PEBBLE BEACH
1.5 aggregate size to produce a uniform medium sand finish
(NOTE: this texture used to be called Pebble Beach Fine)

SAHARA SAND
1.0 aggregate size to produce a uniform medium sand finish

SAHARA SAND FINE
0.8 aggregate size to produce a uniform fine sand finish

- 100% ACRYLIC: Excellent adhesion and UV resistance
- INTEGRAL COLOR: Lasting, uniform color that resists fading or discoloration
- CRACK RESISTANT: Acrylic polymers allow some elongation without cracking
- MOISTURE RESISTANT: Helps resist water intrusion into the wall cavity
- EFFLORESCENCE RESISTANT: Does not contain cement so it will not contribute to the occurrence of efflorescence
- EASY TO CLEAN: Resists dirt accumulation and may be rinsed clean with water
- VAPOR PERMEABLE: Allows the wall to naturally breathe which aids in drying and helps prevent mold or blistering
- EASY TO USE: Premixed with no additives required
- VOC COMPLIANT: Less than 27 g/L

For more information, contact your local sales representative or visit us online at omega-products.com